Friday 22nd October 2021

3P Gabrielle for really persevering in maths and becoming more confident and
Aoife for writing an excellent iron man poem using lots of descriptive language
3K - Imarni for contributing well to class discussions and always being respectful
of others. Blake for making more positive behaviour choices and working hard to
be kind to others.

3L - Tara for continuously producing writing of an incredibly high quality and
always trying her hardest to improve her work in any way that she can. Nia for
contributing well to class discussions and for always being eager to share her
thoughts and ideas.
3B - Chanel for persevering in her writing this week and for growing in
confidence in Maths. Jayden for always showing brilliant listening in class and
trying his hardest with all of his learning.

TTR:
Most improved since the beginning of term: Sofia, 3K Esme 4L, Tyler 5W,
Tobias 6J
Most accurate classes: 3L, 4HM, 5M, 6J and 6T.

Well done to the top three classes

And very well done to the top three pupils

(Jayden 4M, Lucas 3P and Shayaan 4M)

4M - Emily and Ben for their determination and perseverance towards meeting their
reading targets this week. Fabulous!
4H - Tia for consistently working hard in both maths and literacy. Tia is a great role
model to the rest of the class as she is always ready to learn. Well done Tia!
Bradley for being such a kind, caring and supportive learning partner. Much like Tia,
Bradley is also a great role, well done!
Malakia for some really great work in maths this week. I’ve been impressed! Well done
Malakia!

5M - Jorgie & Aleks for reaching their reading targets this week. Sofia for always
listening attentively and trying her best.
5CR - Grace and Harry for presenting a colourful and accurate collage of the rainforest
and its four layers. Both children were away during the first session and showed focus
during the shorter CC session this week. Also presenting a wonderful collage, Noah and
Charlie F for identifying the four layers of the rainforest through this medium, illustrating
relevant fauna/flora and conveying their knowledge as geographers (and scientists
too!).
5W - Jack for his determination and perseverance towards meeting his reading target
this week. Kiyana for persevering with her writing and including all key points. Well
done!

Well done to all the pupils who have met their
reading targets. You have put in a fantastic
amount of effort into your independent
reading. The information below shows which
class has met the most reading targets in each
year group.

3B 13, 3K 8, 3L 12, and 3P 15
4H 5, 4L 7, 4M 9
5CR 7, 5M 5, 5W 19
6J 11, 6P 9, 6RL 4, 6T 7.

6P - Daniel for his fantastic result in the maths assessment and Josh for his
amazing result in the reading assessment.
6T - Holly for amazing maths results in our assessments this week as well as
Kyran, Morgan, Izzy, Romayne and Roman for meeting their reading targets!
6J - Ahmed and Anas for sharing their knowledge and understanding about Islam
with the class during RE lessons.
6RL - Dalia and Carson for their fantastic posters showing how to add and
subtract fractions with different denominators.
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Year 5 - Nusrat worked excellently, using a number of high-level IT skills, to present
information about Hinduism using PowerPoint. The content was relevant and it
pitched appropriately to a younger audience. Contributions in class were mature
during initial discussions and she engaged fully with all the activities!
Year 6 - 6T really impressed this week during our RE day. The children worked
incredibly hard, learning lots of new Arabic vocabulary and asked some great
respectful questions. They were a joy to teach.

A Super Silver Award!!
What a fantastic result for our school football team in their first outing, representing Springfield at
the School Games Football Tournament!
Congratulations to Flynn, Mihai, Jamie, James, Ezel, Carson, Calem, Noah & Lola!
The competition was held at Whitton Sports Centre yesterday, where 6 teams took part, which meant
that each team played 5 games.
After all the results were collated, Springfield were top of the table with two other schools! Goal
difference was used to find the winners, which meant that Springfield came second by a goal
difference of just 1!!
The team were a huge credit to the school demonstrating excellent fair play and sportsmanship.
Thank you to Mr Black and Mr Harris who organised and accompanied the team to the event.
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